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very hot, you'd have to turn it over two or three times a day, back-up and then
face-up and then back-up and so on. Then you put them in what's known as fagots.
It's a small pile, probably 100 or 150 pound of fish. You make it up head and tail,
head and tail--the big part one way, then the other way--till you get probably a little
pile. All back-up clear of the bottom tier. The bottom tier would be face? up. You'd
keep them in fagots--and every day you'd spread them in the morning, for 5 or 6
days, good days--take them up again in the evening, back into fagots. And some
people had canvas covers, but a lot of people didn't--they'd just have this roof, one
fish over the other, and it looked like shingles, All built of dried fish. Well then, when
you'd get it so many days in piles, then the next thing was the "stores"--a building
where you put your fish. Take it out in the morning and put it back in the night. And
it was getting pretty dry then. And before the vessel would come to load it, you'd
dry it all-- just give it a day's sun on the beach or on the flakes again, whatever
you'd have. Usually women did the most of the drying. My mother dried thousands
of quintals. She'd have 7 or 8 women working with her. Thousands of quintals, from
the Bank schooners. We had a great big beach on our _'.'. .. ..- place. We could
spread 900 quintals in one ''d,-:'!'?*' spread. She'd have as high as 11 women -"' -dt
- -< working with her, when the. weather was good. A lot of fish on hand. (And if it
started to rain?) Everybody'd be there and just fagot the fish, or put it in piles if it
was dry enough for piles. Fish drying in a fagot, a pile, and on flakes at North
Ingonish. (Photo Clara Dennis, C.B.OVER,'42.) And then you made up what they
called "piles," Well, the fish were getting pret? ty dry then. They'd be I suppose 5
feet in diameter, round. They started from the bot? tom and they'd come out
bigger, wider, as they got to the top, That would keep the rainwater off. They'd
begin by making a circle, all napes out, big part out. When you'd get built up, you'd
fire a few in the middle of the pile. And when you'd get up as high as you were
going, you'd make what is known as the "roof." And the last, there'd be just one fish
on the top. It would be sharp and that would run the wa? ter off of it. The backs are
up on these. All handwork. And then when you'd start to load those three-masters,
handwork again. (You'd fish the season on the two-masted schooner, and then
you'd go to work on a three-masted schooner for the foreign trade?) That's right.
And the cargo you carried was what the women dried. All dried fish. Putting it
aboard, it was all handwork--two quintals on a barrow--it was a handbarrow, no
wheels on it, a fellow in the front and one in the back. It's just flat, with handles.
You'd go out on the gangplank and you'd dump it in the hold of the schooner. Just
dump it. And then there was a bunch, probably women or girls or men or
something--whatever you could get-- stowing it in the hold of the schooners. And
the vessels were all limed in the hold. 24-HOUR SERVICE Owned and Operated by
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